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Predicting Global Climate

credit: NASA

100,000 stations, 180 countries



Forecasting Daily Traffic

credit: Waze

35,000 detectors, every 30 seconds



Modeling Epidemics

credit: JHU CSSE

3,141 counties, 1.5 million data points



Learning Spatiotemporal Dynamics
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Technical Challenges
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Library
                    https://rose-stl-lab.github.io/torchTS/

PyTorch Library for Time Series Forecasting
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 Research Vignettes  



Towards Physics Informed Deep Learning for Spatiotemporal Modeling of Turbulence Flows 
Rui Wang Adrian Albert, Karthik Kashinath, Mustafa Mustafa, Rose Yu

In ACM SIGKDD Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data (KDD), 2020

Rayleigh-Bénard convection1

Accelerating Turbulence Simulation

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2020

Figure 4: Root mean square errors of differ-
ent models’ predictions at varying forecast-
ing horizon

Figure 5: Mean absolute divergence of dif-
ferent models’ predictions at varying fore-
casting horizon

Figure 6: Turbulence kinetic energy of all models’ predictions at the leftmost square field in the
original rectangular field with respect to the target.

poorly when tested outside of the training domain. Neither Dropout nor regularization techniques
can improve its performance. Also, the warping scheme of the Emmanuel de Bezenac (2018) relies
on the simplified linear assumption, which was too limiting for our non-linear problem.

Figure 7: The Energy Spectrum of
TF-Net, U-net and ResNet on the
leftmost square sub-region.

Figure 5 shows the averages of absolute divergence over
all pixels at each prediction step. TF-Net has lower di-
vergence than other models even without additional di-
vergence free constraint for varying prediction step. It is
worth mentioning that there is a subtle trade-off between
RMSE and divergence. Even though explicitly constrain-
ing model with the divergence-free regularizer can reduce
the divergence of the model predictions, it also has the
side effect of smoothing out the small scale eddies, which
results in a larger RMSE.

Figure 6 displays the turbulence kinetic energy fields of
all models’ predictions at the leftmost square field in the
original rectangular field. Figure 7 shows the energy
spectrum of our model and two best baseline at the left-
most square sub-field. We also convert square predicted
images back to the big rectangular ones and calculate
the Energy Spectrum on the entire domain, which can be
found in Figure 10 in the appendix. While the turbulence
kinetic energy of TF-Net, U-net and ResNet appear
to be similar in Figure 6, however, from the energy spectrum in Figure 7 and Figure 10, we can
see that TF-Net predictions are in fact much closer to the target. Extra divergence free constraint
does not affect the energy spectrum of predictions. Thus, unlike other models, TF-Net is able to
generate predictions that are physically consistent with the ground truth.

Figure 8 shows the ground truth and the predicted u velocity fields from all models from time
step 0 to 60. We also provide videos of predictions by TF-Net and several best baselines in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLuVGIuEE9A and https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VMeYHID5LL8, respectively. We see that the predictions by our TF-Net model
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Emulating Ocean Currents
Target DyAd ResNetMod-wt

F=9

F=21

Meta-Learning Dynamics Forecasting Using Task Inference 
Rui Wang, Robin Walters, and Rose Yu 
arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.10271 (2021)



Improving Motion Forecasting

Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network: Data-Driven Traffic Forecasting 
Yaguang Li, Rose Yu, Cyrus Shahabi, Yan Liu. 
International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR), 2018 

Trajectory Prediction using Equivariant Continuous Convolution 
Robin Walters, Jinxi (Leo) Li, Rose Yu 
International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR), 2021



COVID-19 Forecasting

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/forecasting-us.html

#1

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/forecasting-us.html


Rapid Scenario Creation

Accelerating Stochastic Simulation with Interactive Neural Processes. 
Wu, Dongxia, Matteo Chinazzi, Alessandro Vespignani, Yi-An Ma, and Rose Yu.  
arXiv preprint arXiv:2106.02770 (2021).



Open Problems

• Collect data efficiently? 

• Deal with sparse data?

• Combine simulation and 

observations?

• Long-term predictions?

• Different boundary/initial 

conditions?

• Long-tail behavior and 

extreme events?

sample efficiency model reliability



–Albert Einstein

“Time and space are not conditions of existence, 

time and space is a model of thinking.” 

roseyu@ucsd.edu 

@yuqirose

Open Source Code and Data: roseyu.com
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